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Pacha Universe is recognised as the gold standard in the development of innovative leisure, 

entertainment concepts and bold ideas.  

With 50 years of experience in the entertainment world and the legendary club in  

Ibiza as its flagship, Pacha Universe is committed to developing its events and to create new 

formats which are characterised as being experiences based on the central theme of quality 

music and the most spontaneous enjoyment. 

The Pacha Universe is always connected to the modern world and to the latest leisure and 

entertainment trends thanks to the creativity and expertise of its staff. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



welcome to the hotel 

a second bite of the cherry 

With a privileged position on the secluded cliff top of Cap  

Martinet in Talamanca Bay, Destino overlooks the town of Ibiza, 

Formentera island and the Mediterranean. Sophisticated yet 

integrated into nature, Destino’s luminous energy makes it the ideal 

place to let go and immerse yourself in the island vibe by day or 

under the moonlight. From exclusive wellness treatments, open-air 

yoga classes to a marvellous selection of dining concepts, stylish 

spaces  

to start off your evenings and an extraordinary setting for 

exceptional outdoor events, Destino will offer you a variety of 

unforgettable experiences with an extraordinary soundtrack.  

There’s something here for everyone. 

capacity & areas  
the sea view restaurant - 120 Seated & up to 200 standing 

porche terrace - 200 seated & up to 320 standing jacuzzi area  - 

Up to 300 standing tox club  - Up to 550 standing en suite  - 100 

Seated & up to 180 standing 

dome area 

Maximum capacity in round table (10 pax max each table) 250pax -

For bigger event we offer the possibility of building a “stage” that 



increases the usable surface of this area. therefore, the capacity goes 

up to 350 or more seated in round and long tables.  

-Standing capacity: 500+  

features 

4200m2 (pool, DJ dome, terrace, sea view, restaurant)  

215m2 (Tox bar) destino is fitted with different areas that can be 

reserved for an event  



services  



wedding planner service  

Our dedicated Wedding Planner is on hand to ensure every detail is 

taken care of on your special day. 

Our service includes complete design co-ordination from stationery 

to entertainment & photography to flowers, along with an 

awareness and appreciation of the need for flexibility.  

We look forward to working a long side with you to create the 

wedding of your dreams, complete with transparency and 

unparalleled attention to detail. stress free  

Event Design · Music entertainment · Decorations · Flowers Design  

· Lighting · Equipment · Valet · Photography · Videography 

civil ceremony  

Destino is fitted with different areas that 

can be reserved for an event  

We offer our spacious Jacuzzi area for guests to witness the civil 

ceremony. The area can accommodate up to 200 seated or 300 

standing guests. 



This area can be reserved for standing cocktails, the wedding 

ceremony or perhaps a day party that includes the usage of the 

sunbeds. 

say: “I do with an ocean view”  

your vision our 

experience  

We offer our spacious In Suite as an alternative for guests to 

witness the civil ceremony. The space can accommodate up to 100 

seated or 180 standing guests. 

As per hotel courtesy, the bride and groom are invited to spend 

their first night as a married couple in this luxury suite.  



menus and catering 



menus 

Our amazing group of Chefs create unique menus with an amazing 

Mediterranean touch. 

Our Event Planner, together with our brilliant Chefs, will create a 

menu with all your carefully selected key elements. menus 

available on requests.  

wedding cakes 

Our Pastry Chef creates beautiful customised wedding creations in 

the design & flavour of your choice If you have a photograph of a 

cake you love, we will be happy to match it!



pacha ibizalío Ibiza 
Pacha Ibiza Club is designed to accommodate large events. Whether 

hosting a board of directors, galas, benefit dinners, fundraisers or 

private events as weddings, we offer the perfect setting for your 

large group to gather. 

Pacha Club happily accommodates private celebrations. Our 

personalised service and exceptional attention to detail means 

your particular event needs will be covered, with various setting 

options and innovative menus. 

As always, our quality attention to detail, makes entertaining at 

Pacha unique and memorable. A night to remember. features 

6.300 square meters capacity for 2.000 standing · 400 seated  onto 

different levels 

due to normal operating hours availability is limited. please 

contact us to discuss the available options. 

Lío is an alluring and interactive entertainment experience which 

commences with a cabaret show during dinner and ends with 

dance and music in an intimate club night atmosphere. 

Lío’s show is witty and extraordinarily playful. Here, provocation 

rises to a whole new level. Lío is available for exclusive hire for 

weddings and civil partnerships. Located in the centre of the bay of 

the island of Ibiza, the restaurant is positioned in a spot where it is 

lulled by the waves and illuminated by Dalt Vila (the old quarter of 

the island of Ibiza), which makes it the perfect place for a perfect 

day. 

The professionalism of the staff and their attention to detail 

give Lío Ibiza the perfect combination of quality and 

sophistication. features 1700m2 + 700m2 (terrace) capacity for 

1.000 standing · 500 seated moonlight 

el hotel pacha 
A unique combination of fun, relaxation, comfort and exclusive 

services in a pleasant and sophisticated environment. Being one of 

the few open spaces in Ibiza throughout the year, El Hotel Pacha has 

become a social and cultural hub of the island for its inexhaustible 

and idiosyncratic activity. 



El Hotel holds all sorts of events, from art exhibits and 

collections to fashion shows; from everyday celebrations to 

extraordinary festivities. It’s corners are frequently used as 

photography studios and filming sets. Here you will feel 

welcome, it is the official home of Pacha. 

The hotel has 55 Junior design suites.  

Celebrate in style and let our events 

specialists take care of you  

 Contact | Martina Russi 

 Phone: +34 971 313 612 +34 689084388 +34 676184399 

 Email: martina@pacha.com 



www.pacha.com 

 


